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EDITORIAL LETTER .

TO THE READERS :

The years as they pass bring periods of special sorrow when

death takes from among us those who have become an essential

part of our intellectual and spiritual environment. At least they

seem essential, until by the providence of God they pass to the

higher stage of human existence. With sadness and a deep

sense of loss , but with precious memories, we turn and attach

ourselves to others . The present has brought to us an excep

tional group of deaths : Professor Green , of Princeton ; Rabbi

Isaac Wise , of Cincinnati; Principal T. C. Edwards, of Wales;

and Professor J. H. Barbour, of Middletown , Conn . Professor

Bruce's death also is still so recent that his name may be linked

with theirs in the church's roll of honor. The magnificent work

which these great men have performed for the present century

we mark with gratitude .

Of the long and exceptionally useful career of Professor

William Henry Green we count it a privilege to speak somewhat

at length . The memorial article which is given the first place in

this issue is an account of Dr. Green's work which Professor

John D. Davis, his colleague at Princeton , has kindly prepared

at our request for the BIBLICAL WORLD. Unmeasured honor is

to be given Dr. Green for his service to biblical scholarship - not

only to biblical scholarship, but to the entire cause of pure and

true religion . Our frontispiece picture of Dr. Green is from a

recent photograph which his family considers to present the best

likeness of him in these late years . May this tribute to America's
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great scholar awaken for him those thoughts and affections

which a life of unusual beauty and service deserves .

Some account of the important work of Rabbi Wise among

the Jews of America was given in the BIBLICAL WORLD last

month . Earnest efforts, which must prove successful, are being

made to enlarge the foundation and sphere of the Hebrew Union

College in Cincinnati, of which he was the head , with the intent of

making a great Jewish university as a monument to President

Wise's memory

The death of Principal T. C. Edwards, of the Calvinistic

Methodist College at Bala , Wales , occurred on March 22. A

brief reference to his life and work will be found elsewhere in

this issue. The service which Principal Edwards rendered to

New Testament scholarship , particularly in his commentaries

upon several of the New Testament books , is known and appre

ciated by hosts of Bible students in this country as well as in

Great Britain .

These three scholars had lived long and had reached an age

when death comes not as a surprise, however great the bereave

ment . But we could not have anticipated, or have been in any

way prepared for , the death on April 29 of Professor John H.

Barbour , D.D. , who occupied the New Testament chair at

Berkeley Divinity School , Middletown, Conn . His passing came

as a shock of affliction to all who knew him and his work . Dr.

Barbour was forty - six years of age , having been born at Torrington ,

Conn ., in 1854. He was a graduate of Trinity College, Hartford,

in 1873. Three years later he was ordained as deacon , and in

1878 was made priest in the Episcopal church . Until 1889 he

was in charge of Grace Chapel, Hartford , acting also after 1882

as librarian of Trinity College. In 1889 he was appointed to

the chair of New Testament literature and interpretation at

Berkeley Divinity School. It was while serving with great

ability and favor in this position that his death occurred . Dr.

Barbour had published one small but scholarly book , entitled

The Beginnings of the Historic Episcopate. The BIBLICAL WORLD

has given to its readers not a few useful articles and thoughtful

reviews from his pen , one of the latest of which will be found in
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this number , prepared some weeks before his death . Dr. Bar

bour had long been in delicate health , and a severe attack of the

grippe which he had contracted proved fatal . He was a well

qualified , painstaking , and accurate scholar , a man of sound judg

ment and of kindly spirit , to whom all became attached who

passed under his instruction or otherwise knew him .

American scholarship cannot easily recover from the loss

which the last few months have brought to it . Still another loss ,

of a different kind , it is fitting to mention in this connection .

On April 21 Mrs. Caroline E. Haskell , of Michigan City , Ind . ,

died at the age of seventy -eight years . Mrs. Haskell also ,

though in a different way , made a noteworthy contribution to

the cause of biblical learning and true religion . Her munificent

gifts in support of religious instruction have already become

widely known . The Haskell Oriental Museum at the University

of Chicago is the most conspicuous of a large number of gifts ,

but the establishment of the “ Haskell Lectures on Comparative

Religion ” at the same university, and the " Lectureship on the

Relation of Christianity to the other Faiths of the World , ”

according to the provisions of which the lectures have been and

will continue to be delivered in various parts of the world , are no

less useful contributions to the great cause to which she was

devoted . Her interest in this kind of work began at the time of

the Parliament of Religions in 1893. The spirit of cordial

sympathy which she showed for all efforts on behalf of religion ,

and her profound conviction of the value of higher education ,

ennobled and beautified all her benefactions .

May we not enter with full appreciation and gratitude into

the lives of Christian service which these persons have lived,

and find in them an inspiration to go forward with full trust and

untiring zeal to make our own lives useful for the kingdom of

God which they so nobly and so faithfully served ?

THE EDITORS .



PROFESSOR WILLIAM HENRY GREEN , D.D. , LL.D.

IN MEMORIAM.

By PROFESSOR JOHN D. DAVIS, Ph.D., D.D. ,

Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton , N. J.

9

The death of Professor William Henry Green , D.D. , LL.D. ,

took place at Princeton , N. J. , on February 10. He was seventy

five years of age , having been born at Groveville , N. J. , in 1825 .

In 1851 , in the twenty -seventh year of his age , Rev. William

Henry Green , pastor of the Central Presbyterian Church of

Philadelphia, was called to the chair of oriental and biblical

literature in the theological seminary at Princeton . He accepted

the call , and at the beginning of the session in August of that

year he entered upon his new duties.

Professor Green soon became widely and favorably known as

a grammarian of the Hebrew language. Hehad already taught

the elements of Hebrew to the students of the seminary at

Princeton for three sessions, from 1846 to 1849 , and he rendered

the same service during the first twenty -two years of his incun

bency of the Hebrew chair, except for an interruption of one

year. He gave other linguistic instruction also during this

period , teaching at various times Sanskrit, Aramaic , and Arabic .

In 1861 he published A Grammar of the Hebrew Language; in

1868 , An Elementary Hebrew Grammar ; and in 1872 , A Hebrew

Chrestomathy. His Hebrew Grammar reached its fifth edition in

1888. Gesenius' grammar went through six editions in Germany

during the same years.

The grammatical system most in vogue in America when Dr.

Green's work appeared was that of Gesenius , who was repre.

sented by the translations of his grammar made by Stuart and

Conant. Stuart had substituted in 1846 in place of his own

text-book a translation of the fourteenth edition of Gesenius'
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grammar as revised by Rödiger, and Conant's edition of 1855

was a translation of the seventeenth edition of Gesenius. But

the field had not been uncontested . Nordheimer had published

a grammar in New York in 1838 , and a revision in 1842. Fol

lowing Ewald , he dropped the terminology which had been bor

rowed from the Latin grammar, but which is false and misleading

when applied to the phenomena of the Hebrew language . No

other grammarian of the Hebrew language did this in America

until Dr. Green, and the German revisers of Gesenius have

scarcely yet cast off the last remnants.

Nordheimer and Green departed from both Gesenius and

Ewald in the matter of the names given to the two tenses of the

verb , and preferred to retain the older designation of preterite

and future , and consequently to say Vav conversive instead of

Vav consecutive . Their judgment in this minor preference has

not been sustained, but their rejection of the Latin terminology

has been sanctioned by the general consent of succeeding

scholars . Their grammars accordingly mark a permanent stride

forward . Nordheimer, following the scheme elaborated by Gese

nius , classified the vowels according to their origin , and repre

sented the system by the familiar triangle A IU . The same

classification was adopted by Dr. Green , but was not presented

so clearly, forcibly , and graphically. It is contained in a brief

paragraph of four lines . Green rejected Gesenius' grouping of

the vowels into five long and five short , to which Nordheimer

and, of course , Gesenius' American translators adhered, in favor

of Ewald's triple arrangement; and his rejection of Gesenius'

classification has been fully sustained, even by the revisers of

Gesenius. Green's diagram of the mutations of vowels is cor

rectly based on the three pure vowels ; hence it is accurate as

far as it goes, and is simple ; whereas Nordheimer's table is

cumbrous, though accurate ; a mere recital of facts without exhi

bition of the genetic relations. Both grammars were a distinct

advance over all German grammars and their American repro

ductions ; that is , they were the foremost grammars of their time

in respect to terminology and practical form ; but Green took

the longer step in advance. How much longer will be more
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apparent when other features of the two grammars are noticed .

Green's superiority over Nordheimer is seen in his greater

accuracy in statement of facts , in conciseness without loss of

clearness , and especially in the absence of philosophical and

philological explanations in which Nordheimer indulged but

failed . Further, Green far surpassed Nordheimer in the com

pleteness of his survey of word-forms . He exhibits the phe

nomena of the Hebrew language more exactly than had been

done in any preceding work . His grammar was
a notable

achievement for the time. The great advance made since 1861

has been in the treatment of the noun and verb , and it has been

rendered possible by the light cast upon Hebrew morphology

by comparative Semitic grammar.

In 1888 Dr. Green revised the etymological part of his gram

mar slightly, and considerably enlarged the syntax . The new

edition was an improvement over the older one ; but the original

work was the greater of the two . It recorded the highest attain

ment made up to that time in a Hebrew grammar intended for

practical use . Professor McCurdy, of Toronto , has placed on

record his estimate of Dr. Green's grammatical work :

Dr. Green became the Hebrew teacher of his generation in Princeton -

not in Princeton merely, but in America ; in fact , the most influential Hebrew

teacher of his time among English -speaking men . As all the world knows,

this influence was exerted mainly through his grammatical works . The two

grammatical systems in vogue at the time when Dr. Green's larger grammar

appeared came short of adequate fitness — the one by following too closely the

grammars of the classical languages, the other by an over -refinement of

exposition . It is enough to say that Dr. Green's grammatical system , by its

lucidity of arrangement, its aptness and preciseness of definition, its sense of

proportion in the treatment of linguistic phenomena, enables the pupil to

apply at once his knowledge of forms and inflections to the explanation of his

text . . . . . But what he accomplished was not merely the simplifying and

popularizing of Hebrew study. His treatment of the phenomena of the

language was at the same time broad , scientific , philosophic.

Dr. Green ceased to teach Hebrew grammar in 1873. The

time and energy gained for higher labor by the relinquishment

of the elementary Hebrew instruction were devoted for twelve

years to the revision of the Authorized Version of the Scriptures ,

and after the completion of this work by the American committee
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in conjunction with the English committee , the American com

panies undertook a revision of their own work . Of the American

Old Testament company , which was composed of fourteen emi

nent biblical scholars representing six denominations of Protes

tants , Dr. Green was the first and only chairman ; and through

their earnest discussions, in which individual opinion was advanced

and defended with zeal and learning, amidst differences of view

which at times threatened to defeat the objects of revision , he

conducted the company with gentleness , patience, humility , and

power, winning their respect and gratitude.

It was toward the close of this period , when the brunt of the

revision work was done , that he found himself called upon to

devote the powers of his mind henceforth almost exclusively to

criticism . He had been engaged in critical studies as early as

1850 , as his bibliography shows . With his assumption of the

duties of his professorship in 1851 , his patient investigations in

that field became continuous and abundant, and it may be truth

fully said that he devoted himself exclusively to criticism from

the time that the theory of Reuss and Graf was given standing

and strength by Kuenen and Wellhausen . The scholarly traits of

his work and the masterly manner in which his discussions were

conducted attracted attention , and from the first his writings were

republished on the other side of the Atlantic. In 1884 the Uni

versity of Edinburgh conferred on him the degree of doctor of

divinity . For fifty years he had standing in the front rank of

Old Testament scholars.

Dr. Green was convinced by evidence contributed by the

several departments of biblical learning that the Bible's own

account of itself is true ; and he subjected everything which con

troverted that doctrine to searching examination. As the Bible's

own account of itself is the church's doctrine of Holy Scripture,

he became a champion of the original and unbroken faith of the

church ; and by reason of the scholarliness of his work and the

uprightness and courtesy of his debate he proved himself an

acceptable champion. Through his published writings , especially

through four small volumes, The Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch,

The Unity of Genesis , Moses and the Prophets, and The Hebrew
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Feasts, he put heart into many men and enabled them to retain

the Bible as true. It was especially pleasant to him to know

that even in the land of the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis his

books brought joy to churchmen . A number of German pastors ,

university -trained clergymen, who are known as writers also , like

Rupprecht, of Sausenhofen , Pfeiffer, of Noerenberg, and Doering,

of Rheydt, looked to him almost as a leader , always as an

authority . Hoedemaker, of Amsterdam , in a book already

translated into German, not only draws upon Dr. Green's work ,

but passes a judgment upon him that reminds one of Professor

Mead's appreciative estimate.

Fellowship was possible with another school also , represented

by the late Dr. Dillmann and including , among others , Baudissin ,

Klostermann , Kittel , and Zöckler , who differ widely among

themselves, but unite on common ground in holding the priority

of priest to prophet. In placing priest before prophet they

agree with the biblical record , and so far are a wall of defense

against the Graf-Wellhausen theory. With the views and aims

of this school Dr. Green had great sympathy, from their investiga

tions he derived profit , and the scholarship of their greatest

men he profoundly admired. In the late date which they

assign to the legislation of Deuteronomy, however , he believed

that they erred . He was convinced that they misinterpreted

the evidence and surrendered their cause ; and his argument is

often directed against them . He was able to show that his

theory is not only the biblical theory, whereas theirs is only

partially so , but that his theory also accounts for the acknowl

edged facts of Israel's history as well as theirs does , and accords

better with the results reached by other lines of investigation .

Zöckler saw the value of Dr. Green's work , and the necessity of

reckoning with it in critical research ; and be lost no opportunity

of drawing the attention of Germans to it in the pages of his

magazine.

With this school of criticism in the ascendant , the resources

of Dr. Green’s great intellect would scarcely have been called

forth in their fulness. The issue at stake was important, but not

so vital as in the debate over the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis .
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Between the biblical teaching and the latter theory there is , of

course, no possible treaty of peace . One or the other must

perish. It was in this controversy that Dr. Green's great work

was done . His contribution has been this : he has been able to

show that the Bible's own account of itself is superior to the

counter-theory in that it possesses a consistent tradition reach

ing back into the earliest literature , puts less constraint, to say

the least , upon the text and exegesis of the law , the prophets,

and the psalms, and upon the acknowledged course of Israel's

history , and fits into the well -ascertained results obtained in the

several branches of the theological encyclopædia . His work

along this line is masterful .

The outstanding characteristic of Dr. Green , which made

him a thorough, earnest , and indefatigable investigator, was his

love of truth . He had no end to serve , and no desire , save to

discover and conserve the truth . Consequently he stated the

problems of Old Testament criticism with entire candor, and set

forth the arguments on both sides of the question with fairness

and completeness . Further , he possessed thorough knowledge

of the subjects of his department , both of the Old Testament and

of critical views respecting it . His Unity of Genesis is a com

plete compendium of opinion respecting the partition of each

chapter and verse in Genesis . His Hebrew Feasts drew from

Siegfried the confession, made with lofty and indifferent air and

some touch of satire , " nicht ungerüstet zog er aus, zu wagen den

gewaltigen Strauss ; " ' words of which the sense is imitated by the

rendering : " Not unarmed did he go out , to undertake the fear

ful bout.” Professor Mead several years ago , when estimating

Dr. Green's contribution to biblical criticism , cautiously declared

him to be “ furnished as few others have been with a store of

such knowledge as pertains to his department; ” and that,

although the foreign scholars whom he confronted in his Moses

and the Prophets “ ranked as Coryphæi among the extreme critics

of the modern school,” yet

it is safe to say that on every point their American opponent showed

himself fully their equal in minute acquaintance with the questions at issue ,

and more than their equal in his ability to take a comprehensive view of

the meaning and relations of the Old Testament books and institutions.
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He was

To every subject under his investigation he applied a calm ,

scholarly , exhaustive method . He subjected the entire body of

opinion on the question at issue to dispassionate crucial exami

nation . Siegfried confessed that he showed no fanaticism . He

was venomously attacked in certain quarters, and sneered at ,

but he remained unmoved. He made no retort in kind . He

never forgot his duty as a scholar and a Christian ; he never

swerved from the judicial attitude of the true critic .

not a partisan ; he was an honest , humble , godly seeker after truth .

As Professor Edward L. Curtis , of Yale University , has said :

In solid learning , judicial fairness , and Christian courtesy [he] has been

surpassed by none in these days of controversy over the nature of the Bible .

It is a great thing for a man not only to secure admiration

from the scholars of his own trend of thought, but also to wrest

from his opponents in debate the acknowledgment of his scholar

ship . This Dr. Green did . Not to enumerate individuals, this

recognition has been publicly accorded by theological faculties

so diverse in tendency as those of New College, Edinburgh ;

Alexandrian University, Finland ; the universities of Leipzig ,

Breslau , Giessen , Greifswald , in Germany; and Zürich , in Switzer

land . These tributes are honorable alike to those who have

bestowed them and to him . They illuminate the words of Pro

fessor McCurdy:

While other names before his had been written large upon its walls , the

men of this time have learned through him also to think deferentially and

reverently of Princeton .

Evidently Dr. Green vindicated to the world the scholarliness

of the conservative higher criticism . His work of research was

coextensive with the problems of Old Testament criticism ,

covering the Graf-Wellhausen theory of development , the vari

ous hypotheses regarding the composition of the Pentateuch,

and the questions of introduction generally ; so that his vindica

tion of the scholarliness of conservative criticism extended

through its whole range.

The secret of Dr. Green's power is found in the transparent

honesty of the man , the thoroughness of his scholarship , and his

calm , judicial procedure. His unsurpassed knowledge of the
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Scriptures ; of the critical positions, both conservative and radi

cal , and the arguments by which they are buttressed ; of the his

tory of criticism , its impulses , methods , and dependence on

philosophy ; and of the relations of these questions to funda

mental positions and well -established truths in other departments

of thought , convinced him of the impregnability of the biblical

claim and its ultimate triumph , gave depth and system and

authority to his work , compelled respect from the great minds of

all parties , and rendered the result of his labor acceptable to a

wide circle of scholars outside of the narrower sphere of biblical

criticism .
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